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instructed its representatives at Imperial Conferences in
this sense, and in framing its \iews on the question it is
bound to give full weight to the views of the Legislature,
whose support would be necessary for any alteration
in fiscal policy.   ^3f]D3^| S\%%X
Great stress was laid at both the sessions of the Round
Table Conference on the conclusion of a trade agreement
between Great Britain and India based on reciprocity and
providing for most-favoured-nation treatment between
the two countries. Insistence was laid on an agreement,
because it would be based on the consent of India and
would therefore be regarded as binding in a greater degree
than a mere provision in a Constitution Act which being
unilateral would be regarded in the nature of an imposi-
tion on India. Some persons went further and suggested
a tripartite trade agreement between Great Britain, India,
and Burma on similar lines. It was considered that India
might agree to give trade concessions to Great Britain if
she got similar concessions for her own trade in Burma
where she was afraid of discrimination against herself.
A trade agreement to which Indians are a party would,
of course, be honoured, but such an agreement could only
be made after the transfer of power under the new constitu-
tion. If such an agreement were made by the present
Government of India, even with the approval of the pre-
sent legislature, it would not be binding on the new Govern-
ment and the new legislature. Its existence might even
be the source of unnecessary irritation and friction between
the two countries. On the other hand, there is in certain
quarters a real apprehension that the new Indian legisla-
ture might refuse to ratify and thus British trade would be
left absolutely unprotected—a contingency which they
are not prepared to face.        2> 3 {) • *S\i
The Federal Structure Committee held that a trade

